LONDON EXAMINATIONS, EDEXCEL GCSE (CHINESE) EXAMINATION
List of GCSE Chinese Sub-Centre
(Position as of November 2015)

Only GCE/GCSE/IGCSE participating schools/organizations of the Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority (HKEAA) which have also registered with Edexcel International as GCSE Chinese sub-centres can enter their students for GCSE Chinese examination via the HKEAA. A list of GCSE Chinese sub-centre as below:

ABRAHAM COLLEGE
BETHEL HIGH SCHOOL
BUDDHIST FAT HO MEMORIAL COLLEGE
BUI O PUBLIC SCHOOL
CARITAS CHAI WAN MARDEN FOUNDATION SECONDARY SCHOOL
CARITAS TUEN MUN MARDEN FOUNDATION SECONDARY SCHOOL
CARITAS WU CHENG-CHUNG SEC SCHOOL
CCC KEI LONG COLLEGE
CCC KWEI WAH SHAN COLLEGE
CHRISTIAN ZHENG SHENG COLLEGE
CMA CHOI CHEUNG KOK SECONDARY SCHOOL
CONFUCIUS HALL SEC SCH
CREATIVE SECONDARY SCHOOL
DELIA MEMORIAL SCHOOL (BROADWAY)
DELIA MEMORIAL SCHOOL (HIP WO)
DELIA MEMORIAL SCHOOL (MATTEO RICCI)
DELIA MEMORIAL SCHOOL (GLEE PATH)
DIOCESAN BOYS' SCHOOL
EXCEL LONDON COLLEGE
GOOD HOPE SCHOOL
HEUNG TO SECONDARY SCHOOL (TSEUNG KWAN O)
HKMA DAVID LI KWOK PO COLLEGE
HKMA K S LO COLLEGE
HKTA THE YUEN YUEN INSTITUTE NO.3 SECONDARY SCHOOL
HKU CACLER
HKWMA CHU SHEK LUN SECONDARY SCHOOL
HOLY TRINITY COLLEGE
IMC OF HO YU COLLEGE & PRI SCH (SPONSORED BY SIK SIK YUEN)
ISLAMIC KASIM TUET MEMORIAL COLLEGE
JOCKEY CLUB TI-I COLLEGE
KWUN TONG MARYKNOLL COLLEGE
KWUN TONG VTC
LA SALLE COLLEGE
LOK SIN TONG LEUNG KAU KUI COLLEGE
MADAM LAU KAM LUNG SECONDARY SCHOOL OF MIU FAT BUDDHIST MONASTERY
MARYKNOLL CONVENT SCHOOL (SECONDARY SECTION)
MARYKNOLL FATHER'S SCHOOL
MARYMOUNT SECONDARY SCHOOL
PAK KAU COLLEGE